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PAGE 1 (1 panel) 
 
Panel 1. INTERIOR of CAB #27. What is typically a dodgy cab to begin with has been 
turned into an absolute health hazard due to the hellfire of bullets tearing through the 
passenger and driver side windows that frame the right-side of the panel. Glass peppers 
the air. The driver’s sun visor has been nipped by bullets but hangs on by a few tattered 
threads, dangling askew in the foreground so the reader can see the cab driver ID clipped 
onto the surface. The picture on the ID is that of SKITTER, a headshot, in which he is 
smiling broadly and stupidly.  
 
That big, goofy grin is in harsh contrast to the shock on his face right now. He’s behind 
the wheel of CAB #27, hands gripping the steering wheel so tight his knuckles are white. 
He’s ducking and hunching his shoulders, eyes squinted tight but not closed as bullets 
whiz pass and glass showers him. We can see some of that glass cutting along the bridge 
of his nose and the flesh of his bare arms.  
 
The shock on SKITTER’s face is great but the terror on the faces of his hapless 
passengers is even greater. Three young, slender university aged woman are seated in the 
backseat. They are dressed in a variety of modern punk-ish ware, with attractive yet 
rough-looking short haircuts streaked with blondes and pinks. For these three passengers 
think of the fine ladies of suicidegirls.com or trendy punk / goth in general— sexy 
strange with tight clothes, exposed flesh, tattoos and piercings. Even as terrified as they 
are of bullets and glass, their innate sexiness should be apparent. 
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PAGE 2 (3 panels) 
 
Panel 1. EXTERIOR. CAB #27 is veering away from the car that races alongside it. The 
car should be modeled after a 1970 Hemi Cuda, a real muscle car with plenty of power 
under the hood. Both vehicles are moving very fast. The Cab is being peppered with 
bullets; glass, bullets, and metal shards fly.  
 
That hellfire of bullets is spewing from a hardcore semi-automatic. We’re not talking a 
handgun here. We’re talking hardware that could mow down a herd of rampaging cattle. 
The passenger side window is down in the Cuda and the semi-automatic is hanging out. 
Perhaps we can see a little of the operator of this pop-gun. If so, he should look a nerd, 
but a nerd that knows a semi-automatic makes him badass. 
 
SFX (semi-automatic): TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT 
 
Panel 2. INTERIOR. SKITTER has an old fashioned CB to his mouth, yelling into it. He 
and the reader are looking through the windshield of CAB #27, which features numerous 
bullet holes and cracks. His eyes are locked on the Cuda, which is spinning to a halt in 
the not so far away distance in the middle of the street.  
 
SKITTER:   Cab 27 to base. Enroute to 121 Cluster F Street. 
 
DISPATCHER (over CB): Go ahead, Cab 27. 
 
SKITTER (linked):  Requesting list of Actives in my vicinity.  
 
DISPATCHER: Cab 42 currently in pursuit of Four of Nine. Last report: 

Five minutes ago. Just east of your current position. 
 
SKITTER (linked): I don’t see Cab 42, but the Nine just cut my ride to shit. 

Request permission to Collect.    
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PAGE 2 (continued) 
 
Panel 3.  EXTERIOR. We can see both vehicles and the lay of the surrounding scene. 
Cab #27 has halted at the side of the street, wounded but not out of the game. The Cuda is 
further up, stopped in the middle of the road, perpendicular to Cab #27. The two doors of 
the Cuda are open and a couple of nerds are getting out. Again, nerds but badass. One 
carries the semi-automatic from the previous panel. The other is pulling a pair of 
handguns from shoulder holsters. The surrounding area is that of a city; dirty, squat 
buildings, the occasional bystander huddled behind whatever cover is available.  
 
DISPATCHER: You have passengers, Skitter.  
 
SKITTER:  These arseholes don’t care! And I have no exit options.  
 
DISPATCHER: Shit. Permission granted. Transferring Collection Orders.  
 
DISPATCHER (linked): Cab 42 is going to be pissed.  
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PAGE 3 (3 panels) 
 
Panel 1. INTERIOR. SKITTER is reaching underneath the dash. Hanging in a sling just 
beneath the glove box is a short, single-barreled weapon that looks a bit like a shotgun. It 
has pump action under the short barrel much like a shotgun, but has a grip similar to an 
old handheld pirate musket. Its body is cold, deep blue steel. This is Bucking Betty. (The 
reader knows this too because the name is etched into the barrel.) It’s basically a 
compact, semi-automatic shotgun.  
 
SKITTER:   Nah. I’ll show you pissed. 
 
Panel 2. The reader is looking through the windshield again, as if we’re sitting in the 
backseat of Cab #27. SKITTER has the body and barrel of Bucking Betty resting on the 
dash, gripped in his right-hand. That sun visor is still hanging on and we once again can 
see SKITTER’s driver ID with the big, stupid grin. In the rearview mirror, we can see the 
huddling form of one of the passengers. The two nerds stand in front of the Cuda, looking 
toward the Cab, guns currently at rest.  
 
SKITTER:   Nerds is nerds no matter how big their guns. 
 
Panel 3. We’re looking from behind the nerds now, across the top of the Cuda. They’ve 
assumed a defensive stance, planted their feet, dropped their shoulders and raised their 
weaponry. A waterfall of shell casings falls from the semi-automatic. Smaller casings 
eject from the two handguns. The nerds are firing at Cab 27 which drives madly toward 
them. We can see the windshield of the Cab is being blown outward, and there is a 
firework from the driver’s side of the car, as if a small cannon has gone off inside. 
Indeed, a small cannon has gone off. It’s called Bucking Betty.  
 
SKITTER:    Ladies, you might want to duck down.  
 
SFX (Bucking Betty):  CHOOM CHOOM CHOOM 
 
SFX (semi-automatic): TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT 
 
SFX (handgun 1):  PAK PAK PAK 
 
SFX (handgun 2):  PAK PAK PAK 
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PAGE 4 (1 panel) 
 
Panel 1. Cab #27 slams headlong into the side of the Cuda. Metal and glass explodes. 
The front of Cab #27 is like swiss cheese. Smoke rises from the holes in its hood. The 
front wheel the reader can see has been shot to shit, little more than rubber threads on the 
metal rim. There is very little left of the windshield. 
 
The nerd with the handguns is leaping up and forward, hanging over the crumpled hood 
of the Cab but clearly heading for the roof, guns angled downward, firing madly into the 
body of Cab #27. The other nerd, the one with the semi-automatic, has launched himself 
less gracefully out of the way. Shrapnel flies through the air with him.  
 
SFX (handgun 1):  PAK PAK PAK 
 
SFX (handgun 2):  PAK PAK PAK 
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PAGE 5 (3 panels) 
 
Panel 1. INTERIOR. Inside Cab #27, the three young ladies (still looking sexy, of 
course) cower and huddle together as bullets rip through the roof of the cab. SKITTER is 
in the front seat, all hunched up as tight as he can be. His eyes are squinted tight again, 
his face down-turned. He’s blindly raising and angling Bucking Betty upward and 
slightly behind him. (I want to see bullets coming terribly close to the sexy ladies and 
SKITTER. Think Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom where Indy is running across 
the catwalks and bullets are so close they’re actually zinging off the sword in his hand.) 
 
SFX (handguns): PAK PAK PAK PAK 
 
SKITTER:  Bloody hell! 
 
Panel 2. EXTERIOR. The nerd with the handguns is on the roof of Cab #27. His arms 
are extended, firing one gun into the rear of the Cab and the other into the front of the 
Cab. His head is thrown backyard, mouth open in a wordless scream. The rest of his 
body, including his legs, is obscured by the love of Bucking Betty exploding through the 
roof the cab much like a volcano erupting. Tattered clothing and blood mist flies out from 
that centre of that maelstrom. 
 
SFX (handgun 1):  PAK PAK 
 
SFX (handgun 2): PAK PAK 
 
SFX (Bucking Betty): CHOOM CHOOM 
 
Panel 3. SKITTER is getting out of the cab, in a defensive position, but turning so he can 
aim the smoking Bucking Betty across the tattered remnants of the roof of Cab #27. The 
mangled body of the nerd with the handguns is coming to rest of the ground behind him, 
having been blown off the roof by the force of multiple kisses from Betty. The body 
should be smoking.  
 
SFX (body on pavement):  thack 
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PAGE 6 (3 panels) 
 
Panel 1. We’re looking over the shoulder of the nerd with the semi-automatic. He’s 
picking himself off the ground, raising the semi. He’s battered, clothes slightly torn but 
otherwise he’s in good condition. In the background is Cab #27 and the Cuda, both 
busted to shit, Cab #27 full of holes, some of which smoke. Debris litters the area. We 
can see the scared faces of the sexy ladies peeking through the shattered rear passenger 
window, curious despite their instinct to lay low. SKITTER is fully erect now, having 
emerged from the driver side door. His body is protected by Cab #27. He has Bucking 
Betty pointing straight-armed toward the nerd.  
 
SKITTER:  Drop your weapon and then yourself, Four of Nine. 
 
SKITTER (linked): I’m tougher than a buzzard’s bag, and Betty is one quick bitch--  
 
Panel 2. CLOSE on SKITTER’s face, which is twisted up in a semblance of joy, but a 
joy borne of violence and madness. The smoking, wide barrel of Bucking Betty is pointed 
at the reader.  
 
SKITTER:   --You’ve got no options. You’re coming with me.  
 
SKITTER (linked): The bounty is mine. 
 
Panel 3. Tight on the nerd’s face, which is twisted up in anger and madness, his last 
hurrah. His features are lit from below from the repeated muzzle flash of his semi-
automatic, which can’t be seen in the panel. 
 
NERD:    AAAAAAHHHHHHH— 
 
SFX (semi-automatic / off panel):  TAT-TAT-TAT-TAT 
 
Panel 4. CLOSE on Betty speaking one last time. 
 
SFX:  CHOOM 
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PAGE 7 (4 panels) 
 
Panel 1. Bucking Betty is lying on the roof of Cab #27. SKITTER is talking into the CB. 
Blood runs down his left arm but he doesn’t seem too concerned.  
 
SKITTER:    Cab 27 to base. 
 
DISPATCHER:   Go ahead, Cab 27. 
 
SKITTER (linked):   Collection complete. Two down. Two to Collect. 
 
DISPATCHER: Roger, Cab 27. Transfer of funds will occur once 

identity is confirmed. The Client is on the way.  
 
Panel 2. Same view as Panel 1, but now the three ladies have emerged from the cab. 
They stand in the foreground. They look shell-shocked, stunned by what has happened. 
Everything about SKITTER is very casual, and he’s addressing the ladies now.   
 
SKITTER: Hold on, Dispatch. 
 
SKITTER: Ladies, you’ll have to hoof it the rest of the way. 

It’s only a couple blocks north of here. My ride 
ain’t up to the challenge.  

 
SKITTER (linked): That will be $24.00. 
 
Panel 3. SKITTER waits patiently. Two of the three ladies are looking off panel at the 
destruction and carnage. The third is laying some bills on roof of the cab. 
 
Panel 4. The ladies have exited. SKITTER is leaning forward to get a closer look at the 
money they left behind. 
 
SKITTER: What the shit-- 
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PAGE 8 (1 panel) 
 
Panel 1. WIDE to reveal the scene. The centre of attention is SKITTER, the cab, the 
Cuda and the two dead nerds. Debris and shell casings litter the area around ground zero. 
The three ladies are walking panel right. In the periphery of the panel, curious onlookers 
have emerged from their hiding places to stare at the wreckage. SKITTER is looking in 
the direction of the three departing women, a disbelieving look on his face. 
 
SKITTER:  -- No tip?! 
 
CAPTION  Title and Credits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


